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1

2

components of a game that is played on the screen, two

of said components being simulated paddles;

ELECTRONIC GAMES

. FIG. 2B is a view similar to FIG. 2A but showing a

modi?cation of the game elements of FIG. 2A;
FIG. 3 is an enlarged view of one of the paddles of

The present-invention ‘relates to electronic games
wherein an electronic controller serves to provide pro

FIG. 2A;

grammed game components on the screen of a televi
sion

receiver.

‘

r

.

‘

'

_ FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic representation, block dia

~

gram in form, of the electronic master controller of
FIG. 1, the blocks of FIG. 4 being shown in schematic

Electric games employing ‘controllers to introduce
the simulation of components of a game on the screen

of‘a television receiver have‘been proposed. In general,

O

m‘ents and the like;

circuit shown in block diagram form in FIG. 4;
‘FIGS. 5B and 5C are, respectively, horizontal and

‘

vertical time-voltage sawtooth waveforms provided by

Accordingly, it‘is-an object of the present invention
to‘ provide an electronic game’or playing apparatus
wherein 'all‘the‘components of the game, ‘active and
passive, 'ar‘e'p'roduced on the screen of'a television
under the direction of an velectronic controller.

tronic game, both in terms of structure and ‘use, than
has‘ heretofore been ‘available.

‘

"

the analog mapping circuit of FIG. 5A;

20

'

' A further‘ object is vto provide an ‘electronic game with 25

the game and analog‘ circuitry‘ to give smooth move‘
ment of active components thereof,\the passive compo?

control outputs and vertical digital control outputs
provided by the digital mapping circuit in FIG. 6A;
FIG. 6D is a detailed schematic of the decoding logic

Still another‘obje‘ct is to provide‘ an electronic game
that is’ easier ‘to make and, hence, less costly to make.

an aesthetic ‘display in ‘such ‘game ‘by utilizing" digital
circuitry to give clear, precise, passive components of

.

FIG. 6A shows in greater detail, but in block diagram
form, the digital mapping circuit shown in block dia
gram form in FIG. 4;
FIGS. 6B and 6C are, respectively, horizontal digital‘

‘ ‘

Another object is to provide a l‘e‘ss complicated elec

detail in later ?gures;

FIG. 5A ‘shows, schematically, the analog mapping

such games have not electrically produced all the com
ponents but have had to resort to mechanical attach‘

block of 6A;
FIG. 7A shows, schematically, and partly in block
diagram form, the sync pulse generator shown in block
diagram form in FIG. 4;
FIG. 7B shows, schematically, the horizontal sync
pulse generator shown in block diagram form in FIG.
7A;

-

nents being a play area, etc., and the active elements 30 ' FIG. 8 shows, schematically, the interface circuit

being simulated paddles and a simulated ball.‘

A still further object is to provide an electronic game
that also includes a practice wall as one of the active
elements.

'

_‘ “

'

’_

Y

i

v

A still further object is to‘provide an electronic game
wherein'one simulated paddle and the practice wall can
be programmed to play automatically for store shelf
display purposes.

‘

'

shown in block diagram form in FIG. 4 as well as the

antenna switch box circuit shown in block diagram
form in FIG. 1;
FIG. 9‘ represents the picture area of a television
35 receiver cathode ray tube to show a raster scan display

thereon in a time-space relationship and, in particular,
to show the generation of a simulated ball on the image
screen of the tube;

These and still further objects are discussed hereinaf~
FIG. 10 shows, schematically, the ball motion circuit
ter and are delineated in the appended‘ claims.
40 and the practice paddle circuit shown in block diagram

The foregoing objects are'achieved in playing appa

form in FIG. 4 and the speed control and practice pad

ratus wherein electronic control means introduces
electricv signals to a television receiver to produce on
the screen of the television receiver the simulation of at
least part of a playing area or other passive components

dle switch of FIG. 1;

the television receiver raster scan beam at appropriate

ture. The electronic game herein disclosed, as shown at

‘

FIG. 11 is a detailed digital logic diagram of the ball
control circuit shown in block diagram form in FIG. 4;
FIG. 12 is a detailed digital logic diagram of the score
45
of a game and the simulation of the active components
circuit shown in block diagram form in FIG. 4; and
FIG. 13 is a detailed logic diagram of the practice
of the game. The electronic control means‘or master
wall circuitry shown in block diagram form in FIG. 4
controller includes in its electronic circuitry two inter¢
and further includes the practice wall switch shown in
acting circuits: an analog mapping circuit and a digital
mapping circuit that provide an analog map and a digi 50 block diagram form in FIG. 1.
Before proceeding with a detailed description of the
tal map, respectively, each of which maps bears a time
various interacting elements of the invention, there
phase relationship to the television receiver raster-scan
now follows a brief overall discussion of a general na
beam. The two mapping circuits act together to reset

times and control the beam intensity, thereby to pro 55 101 in FIG. 1, employs an electronic master controller
1 that introduces RF electric signals to a standard or
duce the game components, some of the components
conventional television receiver 2 to produce on the
being produced by an electric signal from one such
image screen (labeled 3 in FIG. 2A) of the television
map, some by a signal from, the other map, and some by
a signal from both.

-

.

a

>

v

.

The invention is hereinafter described with reference

to the accompanying drawing in which:
FIG. 1 is a representation, block diagram in form,‘
showing a system of the present invention, that includes

receiver the simulation of a playing area or other pas
sive components of a game and the simulation of active
components of a game. The television receiver 2 is one
that operates within a channel allocatedfor television

broadcasting by’the Federal Communications Commis

sion, a branch of the United States Government. While
a conventional television receiver and an electronic
master controller to control the ‘electron beam of the 65 the concepts and apparatus herein disclosed have
broader implications, the system described later is a
receiver cathode ray tube (CRT);
‘.
simulated tennis game wherein the active components
FIG.‘ 2A shows the image screen of the television
of the game include a simulated ball 5 in FIG. 2 (or
receiver of FIG. 1 with active and passive simulated

3
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4

some‘ other object) that moves horizontally (i.e., the i

here merely to identify its position with respect to cir

x-direction and vertically (i.e., the i y-direction) and

cuit elements in the other ?gures: there is no need to
discuss them in the text any further since they are self
explanatory (some are mentioned though), except to
say that whenever a single lead line in FIG. 4 is, in fact,

two simulated paddles 6A and 6B (there can be some
other simulated object or objects whose movements are

remotely and manually controlled) that move vertically
(i.e., the i y-direction) only. The passive components

a plurality of leads, then the suf?xes A, B, etc., are
added. For example, the lead lines for “a--c in” FIG. 1

in FIG. 2 are the playing area shown at 4 that has a top

border or boundary 4A and a bottom boundary 4B, and

are 20A and 20B since there are in fact, two leads or

can have a left edge or end zone 4C and a right edge or

conductors; connection to the paddle potentiometer

end zone 4D, and a centerline 7. During play, the bill 5

No. 1 is marked 22 in FIG. 4 and 22A and 228 in FIG.
1 since there are, in fact, two leads or conductors. Also,
as used herein the term “coordinates” (or modi?ca
tions thereof) denotes the x and y spatial positions of a

will be de?ected toward the right if it strikes the paddle
6A and toward the left if it strikes the paddle 6B; it will
de?ect downward if it strikes the boundary 4A and
upward if it strikes the boundary 4B. For example, at
the instant depicted in FIG. 2A, the ball 5 has been

point as measured on the image screen as a distance

from the left and the top,‘ respectively.

struck by the paddle 6B; the ball trajectory designated

The master controller 1 includes a power supply 70

8 is at some angle 0 to the boundary 4A. The angle 0 is
the angle of incidence and, as shown, the rebound

which changes a 60I-Iz l20-volt input toa d-c voltage
supply (+5 volts in actual apparatus) that is connected

angle is also 0 (within circuit tolerances). If, now, the
ball 5 is struck by.the simulated paddle 6A, it will re

20 marked 85 in this and in other later circuits) and to a

to all the other blocks in FIG. 4 (it is the conductor

bound toward the right, and so forth, as occurs in a

60 Hz, 8-volt output which is connected to a sync gen
erator 71 and thence to the further circuitry in the
controller as shown. One output from the sync genera

tennis match. As later explained with reference to FIG.

3, the rebound velocity (angle of trajectory and ball
speed) from either paddle is a function of the vertical

position of the paddle of impact between the paddle

tor 71 connects to a frequency locked circuit 72 and
25 another to an analog mapping circuit 73. The fre

and the ball; so, in a sophisticated game, the ball can, in
quency locked circuit 72 provides input to a digital
fact, be directed to strike the boundaries 4A and 4B at
mapping circuit 74 and receives input therefrom, as
rather precise positions to the left or the right of the
shown. The analog mapping circuit 73 provides an
centerline 7, as the case may be. As later discussed, the
analog representation of the image screen 3 and the
paddles are electromechanically controlled to move up 30 digital mapping circuit 74 provides a digital representa
or down by players who have remote control over their
tion of the image screen 3, that is, the circuits 73 and

vertical movement through paddle potentiometers 10

74 provide an analog map and a digital map, respec
and 11, that is, the simulated paddles are remotely and
tively, that bear time-phase relationships to the televi
manually controllable by a user. If a player fails to
sion raster-scan beam. (The two maps, as later shown,
position properly and the ball is missed, it goes past the 35 bear time-phase relationships to each other also.) In
particular paddle and to the area (i.e., the end zone)
general, the active components such as the simulated
behind the paddle. In the case of most television sets,
ball 5, for example, are formed by messages to the CRT
the left and right edges are not visible on the screen

of the television receiver from the analog mapping

because the face of the CRT is now wide enough; but,
circuit and the passive components such as the border
in fact, the master controller 1 produces electric signals 40 lines 4A and 4B, for example, are formed by messages
which will produce the edges or ends 4C and 4D —

from the digital mapping circuit. On the other hand, at

although they do not, in fact, appear on the usual
times the two interact; such is the case for the paddles
screen. Ball speed is adjustably controlled by a speed
whose thicknesses (i.e., x-dimension) are determined
control potentiometer 12. The embodiment depicted in
by the digital mapping circuit and whose widths (i.e.,
FIG. 2A is intended for use by two players; the embodi 45 y-dimensions) are determined by the analog mapping
ment in FIG. 2B has a simulated automatic paddle 9A

and a simulated wall 9B, activated by a practice paddle
switch 13 in FIG. 4 and a practice wall switch 18, re

spectively. A speaker 14 in FIG. 1 emits a bleep when
the simulated ball 5 or the like strikes a paddle or 50

circuit.

'

‘It can be seen in FIG. 4 that most of the events that
eventuate on the image screen of the television receiver

2 arise from messages that pass ‘through the digital
mapping'circuit. Thus, by way of illustration, in FIG.

boundary to add additional realism to the game. The
2A the ball 5 is moving upward and to the left at the
system 101 further includes an ON-OFF switch 15, an
' instant depicted; its trajectory-and speed are in?uenced
antenna switch box 16, and a TV antenna connector
by a ball control circuit 75 and the speed control 12
16.
through ball motion circuitry or circuit 76 which sends
‘There follows now a general description of the mas 55 ball location coordinates asone input to the analog
ter controller 1 with reference to FIG. 4, and that is
mapping circuit. It will be noted, however, that one
followed by a more detailed description with reference
input, the connection labeled 39, to the ball control

to later ?gures.
circuit 75 is from the digital mapping circuit 74. The
In order to simplify. the explanation herein the follow
interconnected circuitry acts in this way: the analog
ing rule relative to electrical conductor making is fol 60 mapping circuit generates a ‘display signal representa
lowed. In FIG. 4, which is‘a block diagram of the elec
tive of the ball 5 when the raster-scan beam is at the
tronic master controller 1, elements are grouped in
location indicated by the ball motion circuit 76; the ball
functional block. Interconnections to and from the
master controller 1 and the internal conductors are

moves in the direction shown at a speed that isin?u

enced by the speed control 12 (there is another in?u

marked 20-56, and 83-87 and appear as single lead 65 ence on speed as a result of the interaction between the
ball and the paddle, as is noted elsewhere herein); it

lines (i.e., single electrical conductors), even though
many of the single lines, in fact, represent more than
one wire in other ?gures. The lead line marking is used

strikes the boundary 4A and rebounds downward along
the trajectory 8. Rebound is effected, by the coinci

5
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dence in time of display signals from the digital map
ping circuit 74 and the analog mapping circuit 73,
which indicated that the x-y coordinates of the bound
ary 4A and the ball 5 coincided; hence, a predeter
mined logical sequence should occur. In this instance
the ball control circuit 75 inverts the signal to the ball
motion 'circuit 76 which, in turn, inverts the rate of
change of the y-coordinates of the ball. In this way, the
ball 5, after coincidence with the boundary 4A, is made

6
ended, thereby generating horizontal display pulses

when the raster-scan beam in the region marked 20le
in FIG. 9. A vertical display pulse in FIG. 5C is similarly

generated to provide vertical display pulses when the
raster-scan beam is in the region marked 202e in FIG.

9. The simulated ball is generated during the time that

to move downward and to the left in FIG. 2A. This and

the raster-scan beam is within both of the regions 20le
and 202e. Since the voltage ramps are linear and syn~
chronized with the raster-scan beam by the sync pulse
generator 71, a change in the voltage value of a coordi

other logical sequences and the mechanisms that effect
the same are treated to varying degrees of depth in later

nate causes the ball to move left and right in FIG. 9 or
up and down, as the case may be; see the ball 5 in FIG.

paragraphs.

9 generated between the time-space points labeled r64,

Turning now to FIG. 5A, the analog mapping circuit
73 is shown to include two ramp generators 201 and

202. The ?rst ramp generator 201 is synchronized to
produce voltage ramps 201a and 201b in FIG. 5B that
have minimum values at the same time that the raster
scan beam of the television receiver 2 is at the left in

t“, t“, and [9A.

As is discussed elsewhere herein, the analog mapping
circuit 73 also generates a vertical paddle display pulse
in the same way as the vertical ball display pulse is

generated: by detecting the voltage crossings of two
further voltage ramps (not shown) from the ramp gen

FIG. 2A and is maximum when the rater-scan beam is 20 erator 202, the actual vertical position of the particular

at the right. The second ramp generator 202 is synchro
nized to produce second voltage ramps 202a and 202b

paddle being determined by the setting of the control
potentiometer, that is, the setting of the paddle potenti

in FIG. 5C, that have minimum values when the televi
sion receiver raster-‘scan beam is at one vertical end

ometer 10 or the paddle potentiometer 11 in FIG. 1. In

this way voltage ramps in the analog mapping circuit

(e.g., the top) of the television screen and maximum 25 establish the length of the paddles 6A and 6B as well as
the vertical position of each on the image screen 3 in
values when the television receiver raster-scan beam is
FIG. 2A.
at the other vertical end (e. g., the bottom) of the televi
On the basis of the foregoing explanation, it can be
sion screen. In this way, the horizontal and vertical
seen that the size of the simulated ball on the television
coordinates of a point (i.e., the x and y spatial location
of the point) on the image screen 3 can be represented 30 screen is determined by the magnitude of offset be
tween the pair of horizontal ramp voltages and between
by two voltages, one on a horizontal voltage ramp (e.g.,
the pair of vertical ramp voltages and that the horizon
on the ramp 201a) and one on a vertical voltage ramp
tal and vertical velocity vectors of the simulated ball~
(e.g., on the ramp 202a) as now explained.
are determined by the time rate of change of these
The explanation in this paragraph is made with refer
ence to FIGS. 5B and 5C which show time-voltage 35 voltages.
If for some reason either the ball horizontal coordi
ramps for horizontal and vertical beam modulation,
nate voltage or the ball vertical coordinate voltage
respectively. Each generator, in fact, generates a pair
exceeds the limits of the mapping ramps such that no
of ramps, time-spaced or offset from one another as

shown, thereby to permit generation of an area display

ball signal is produced, the analog circuitry sends a

on the screen to provide, for example, the simulated 40 reset signal to the ball motion circuitry 76 which then
moves the simulated ball 5 to within the limits of the
ball 5. The time-voltage ramps for horizontal control

are the ramps 201a and 201b (the ramp 20112 lags the
ramp 201a and is shown broken). The time-voltage

mapping ramps. The reset signal is generated by the

circuitry labeled 205 in FIG. 5A which includes a Nor
ton operational ampli?er 206 used as a missing pulse
20212, the ramp 202b being shown broken and lagging. 45 detector to provide an integrated output that is ren
dered effective to bring the ball coordinates within the
The representations in FIGS. 5B and 5C are almost
required limits whenever the ball coordinates exceed
self-explanatory. Brie?y, the cycle of the raster-scan
ramps for vertical control are the ramps 202a and

beam over the whole screen in FIG. 2A takes place

those limits. The circuitry 205 further includes a diode

between times to and t“, rm, and tan, ect, in FIGS. 58

DAM-” resistors RAM_5 and RMH, and a capacitor

and SC. Between times 2,, and rm, there are many hori 50 CAM-i
The display signal generator 203 includes operational
zontal scans and one vertical scan. A single cycle of
ampli?ers or comparators 203A, 2038 . . . 203K. The
horizontal scan occurs between t: and t2 (or to and 13)
operational ampli?ers 203A and 203B outputs are
in FIG. 53, whereas a single cycle of vertical scan oc
wire-ANDed to form a window comparator; in the
curs between t: and t,,, (or t, and t,,,,) in FIG. 5C. Each

scan is commenced by an appropriate sync pulse from 55 same manner, the operational ampli?ers 203C and
203D are wire-ANDed together to form a window com
the sync pulse generator 71. Let it be assumed, now,
parator. To illustrate the functions of the display signal
that the time is t=, that horizontal and vertical sync
generator 203, either the comparator 203A or the com
pulses are applied to the ramp generators 201 and 202,
parator 203B holds the common output shown at 204A.
respectively, in FIG. 5A, and that the ramps 201a and
202a are initiated at the lowermost ramp voltage adja 60 M_, low whenever the paddle left position input on lead
84 is not between the actual voltages applied along
cent to in FIGS. 58 and 5C. At some t6 (or is) between
leads 202C and 202D, that is, whenever the voltage
the times t ,, and 204, a display signal generator 203 in
ramps from the second ramp generator ‘202 along the
FIG. 5A detects that the ramp 201a has crossed the
leads 202C and 202D are not such as to bracket the
voltage level marked ball horizontal coordinate in FIG.
5B and commences a horizontal ball display pulse; at 65 voltage along the lead 84. The other comparator pairs

time t, (or :9) the display signal generator 203 detects
that the voltage rampl20lb has also crossed the ball
horizontal coordinate and the ball display pulse is

203C and 203D work in a similar fashion as to the point
marked 204 MP2; and the comparators 203E . . . 203}!

function similarly as to the point marked 204,m_a.

7
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It is not necessary to go into much more detail with

regard to the analog mapping circuit 73 in FIG. 5A
since the ?gure is mostly self-explanatory, but a few
matters should be taken up. The ramp generators 201
and 202 each comprises an ampli?er, a capacitor, a
diode and resistors. The outputs are labeled in accor
dance with the convention previously mentioned. Re
sistors RAM_, . . . between the d-c supply 85 and the

8

E,,_,,and ELM, a NOR-gate NOD_,, inverters ID_, . . .

ID_,,, resistors RD_, . . . R,,_3, “D" ?ip-?ops FFIH and

FFD_2 and an eight input multiplexer MVD_1.
The sync pulse generator 71, as shown in FIG. 7A,
includes a horizontal sync pulse generator 220 that
serves to synchronize the ?rst ramp generator 201, the
?rst counter 210 and the television receiver raster scan
beam. In an operating system at an appropriate time, as

common points 204,,M_l . . . pulse the particular com

indicated by the digital map, the horizontal sync pulse

mon point whenever neither comparator associated

generator 220 emits a pulse which serves as one input

with that particular point is pulling that particular com

to the analog mapping circuit 73 to return the ?rst
voltage ramps 201a and 201b in FIG. 5B to their initial
voltages and which passes through an interface circuit

mon point down.

The digital mapping circuit 74 is the digital equiva
lent of the analog mapping circuit 73; with reference
now to FIG. 6A, it includes first and second counters

210 and 211, respectively. The ?rst counter 210 is
synchronized to produce a linear counting sequence
wherein the output magnitude of count of the ?rst

77 in FIG. 4 to the television receiver 2 to return the
television receiver raster-scan beam to its initial hori
zontal location. The sync pulse generator 71 includes a
vertical sync pulse generator 221 that serves to syn
chronize the second ramp generator 202 and the sec
ond counter 211. In the operating system and simulta

counter has a minimum value when the television re
ceiver raster-scan beam is at one horizontal end of the 20 neously with the similar act of the horizontal sync pulse
television screen and a maximum value when the televi
generator 220, the vertical sync pulse generator 221
sion receiver raster-scan beam is at the other horizontal
emits a pulse which serves as one input to the analog
end of the television screen. The second counter 211 is
mapping circuit 73 to return the second voltage ramps

202a and 202b to their initial voltages and which passes
synchronized to produce a linear counting sequence
wherein the output magnitude of the second counter 25 through the interface circuit 77 to the receiver 2 to
has a minimum when the television receiver raster-scan
‘beam is at one vertical end of the television screen and
a maximum value when the television receiver raster~
scan beam is at the other vertical end of the television

return the electron beam to its initial vertical location.

sented on a time scale by two digital addresses, one on

shown in FIG. 7A, comprises resistors RS_3 . . . Rs_9,

The horizontal sync pulse generator 220, as shown in
FIG. 7B, comprises an exclusive OR-gate Es_1, a mono
stable Ms_1, a “D” ?ip-?op FFS_,, a NAND-gate Ns?,
screen. Hence, the horizontal and vertical spatial coor 30 a resistor Rs_l_ and an inverter Is_1. A resistor Rs_, and
dinates of a point (i.e., the x and y spatial position or
capacitor CS_1 serve as timing elements for the mono
location of the point) on the image screen can be repre
stable MS_,. The vertical sync pulse generator 221, as
the ?rst counter 210 for the horizontal address and the
capacitors CH, and CS_.,, inverters Is_,, and Is_3 and a
other on the second counter 211 for the vertical ad 35 Norton operational ampli?er A_,., with negative feed
dress. A clock 212 is connected to establish the count
back.
ing frequency of the ?rst counter 210 and the second
A preferred form of frequency locked loop to pro
counter 211. The clock frequency, in turn, is controlla
vide the function required herein is the subject of a

ble within small limits by a frequency locked loop that

further application for Letters Patent entitled “Fre

includes a frequency locked circuit 72 as well as the 40

quency Locked Loop” (Agans) that accompanies here
with (Ser. No. 640,106, ?led Dec. 11, 1975) and that is
hereby incorporated herein by reference. It is sufficient

counters 210 and 211 and the clock 212 to adjust the

rate of generation of the horizontal sync pulse and the
vertical sync pulse such that they are compatible with a

for present purposes to note that the loop serves to
synchronize events within the electronic controller 1
45 with the television receiver raster-scan beam to assure
74 are in accordance with the convention previously
that points on the analog map and the digital map cor

typical television receiver.
The inputs and outputs to the digital mapping circuit

established. Programming of the events controlled by

respond with intended locations of the beam. As before

the circuit 74 can best be understood with reference to

noted, the frequency locked loop includes the fre

FIGS. 6B and 6C which respectively show timing signal
quency locked circuit 72 as well as the elements 210,
outputs of the circuit 74 for horizontal control and 50 211 and 212 which combine to function as a voltage
vertical control. The timing diagrams contain some
controlled oscillator with a square-wave output 302
markings to indicate the purpose of some particular
along the line marked 56 in FIG. 6A whose frequency
pulses (e.g., the centerline pulse), the the diagrams are

(i.e., l/period) is locked to the 60-cycle input fre
quency (i.e., l/period) along the line 20 in FIG. 4. The
by the various signals from the circuit 74. In this con 55 necessary adjustment signal of the clock 212 to lock
labeled to indicate the further circuit element affected

nection, reference may be made to other of the ?gures

the periods of the two waves is provided by the circuit
72 along the line marked 55 in FIG. 6A.
log mapping circuit with the digital mapping circuit
Mention is made previously that the trajectory of the
permits fabrication of a very economical system.
simulated ball 5 as it rebounds from a paddle differs,
Timing of the various signals in FIGS. 6B and 6C is 60 depending on the vertical position of impact on the
controlled by inputs to decoding logic 213 in FIG. 6A
paddle. That operation is not explained with reference
from the counters 210 and 211. The decoding logic 213
mostly to FIG. 3 wherein the paddle 6A is shown to
serves to apply appropriate signals to the raster-scan
consist of eight paddle sectors 6A1, 6A2 . . . 6A8 and to
beam; it receives signals from various external circuits,
FIG. 10 which shows, in detail, the ball motion circuit
as shown, and combines those signals with inputs from 65 76 and which is explained further hereinafter. The ball
the counters 210 and 211. The decoding logic 213 as
motion circuit 76 counts the number of sectors be
shown in FIG. 6D, includes NAND gates N,,_l . . . ND_5,
tween the point of impact on the paddle (i.e., the pad
and AND-OR-INVERT gate $0-1, exclusive OR-gates
dle sector struck by the simulated ball) and the bottom

for lead connections, etc. The combination of the ana

4,034,983
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of the‘ paddle ‘to establish predetermined y-direction

RB_., and RB_5 to R,,.,,. In the present case, weighting is

velocities of the ballv 5; The y-direction speed of the ball

2:1 so that_ binary multiplication is realized.

5,'in‘ thelparticu'lar apparatus built, is maximum when

'

_

.vln mathematical terms, the current i: injected into

the count is maximum or minimum, that is, when the

the negative input (—) of the second integrators 231 is

ball hits the lowermost section 6A8 and the uppermost
sector 6A and minimum (i.e., zero) when the count is
midwaybetween the maximum and minimum counts,

divided into a ?rst summation

that is, when the ball hits either of the sectors 6A4 and

6A5. The ydirection velocity vector, as shown in FIG. 3,
is plus for the upper sectors 6A1 ._

6A3 and minus for

the lower sectors 6A8 . . . 6A,,. Thus, in the exemplary

and the current 2i, injected into the positive input (+)
is divided into a second summation

system, the ball velocity, speed and direction, are func
tions of the sector struck.

.

Turning now to FIG. 10, the ball motion circuit 76 is
shown' comprising a» ?rst differential integrator l. 230

(comprising a Norton operational ampli?er 230A with
In the circuit 76, means is provided by shunting current
negative feedback and capacitor C,,_,) and a second
through the diodes DB_1 and DB_2 to choose any combi
differential integrator 231 (comprising a Norton opera
nation of terms in the ?rst summation and the same
tional ampli?er 231A with negative feedback and ca
terms
in the second summation and to subtract them
pacitor C;..,). The circuits 76 further includes resis: 20 from the respective currents i2 and 2i2 to affect the
tances R54 . RF“, diodes D3.“ D8.’ and D,,.;,, open
vertical speed of the simulated ball 5, i.e., the speed of
collector inverters 15-, and lBqand an automatic over
the
simulated ball takes the form
ride circuit 232 (comprising an inverter I 1H, and diodes
DB-‘ and Dad). The, resistanceqvalues chosen are such
that RB-l = RB-b Rn-4 = ZRB-s, RB-a = 2Rs-s, Rs-v = 25

2R,_8 and R,5H = RB“o <<RB._4.~Let it be assumed
now that the ball reset signal along the lead marked 50
is zero, i.e., there is no current through‘resistors Rb,
and 128.10. One input to the ball motion circuit 76 is a

A is proportional to VS. The more general expression

variable voltage Vs from the ball speed control 12

for the ?rst summation is

wherein M,l is a multiplier input equal to zero or 1, and

which is, in fact, a potentiometer as shown in-FIG. 10;

since the voltage Vs is applied through the-resistances
R,,., and 118-8 and, further, since R,.,, = 2RB_.7, if the
electric current through the resistance R848 to the neg

N

2

ative input (—) of the differential integrator 230 is i, 35 and for the second summation is
then the current through the resistance 128.1 to the
positive input (+) tothe integrator 230 is 2i. Now a

Norton operational ampli?er with negative feedback
will do anything to keep its input currents equal; so the
output must furnish to its negative. input through the
The ball control circuit 75 of FIG. 11 consists of
capacitor C,,_1 a current sufficient to make up the dif
digital logic which detects the coincidence in time of
ference between i1 and 21",, i.e., i,. This can be shown to
the ball display signal with the paddle display signal or
require an output voltage ramp that is the integral of i1 > the wall display signal. At the time of such an event, it
on the capacitor CIH. An electrical shunting or short
looks at the output of the digital mapping circuit 74 to
ing conductor 233 to the inverter I ,,_1, when the electri 45 determine what should happen next and changes its
cal short is activated, carries all the current 21' away
output to affect the ball motion apparatus 76 appropri
from the integrator, making its positive input current
ately. The outputs show up as the vertical multiplier
zero. Hence, the output is forced to drain it amperes
sign
(move up), MSB and LSB on conductors 35B, 35D
from‘the capacitor C,_, in order that the negative input
and 35C, respectively, in FIGS. 10 and 11 and horizon
50
current to the operational ampli?er 230 be zero. Thus,
tal direction on input lead 35A. The circuit 75 sends a
the output voltage carried ‘by the capacitor C,., is an
pulse to a sound signal generator 80 in FIG. 4 when any
integral of the current i i1 which is proportional to the
of the events just described occurs. The sound signal
setting of Vs, i.e., the voltage output of the potentiome
ter 12 which is the control means.

I

circuit or bleeper 80 uses the pulse to trigger a short

The second integrator 231 works similarly to the 55 burst of a squarewave tone or bleep from the speaker
14 in FIG. 1 when the ball coincides with (i.e., caroms
integrator 230 except thatthe currents marked i, and
from) the wall 9B in FIG. 2B or a paddle in FIGS. 2A
21',‘ are broken downinto weighted parts which can be
selectively shunted away from the input to the opera
NC__.,,
and 2B.
andThe
AND-OR-INVERT-gate
circuit 75 includes NAND-gates
SC_,, inverters
Nc_116-,
. .
tional ampli?er along electrical leads ‘35C and 35D.
The output of the integrator 231 is the integral of the 60 . . 16-7, ?ip-?ops PFC-‘ . . . FFC_5, exclusive OR-gates
current :1}; ergo, the derivative of that output (which
Ec_1
. RC_3. .again
. EC-”
modify
and athe
counter
voltage
COC_,.
of theResistors
d-c supply
RC_1
85.

determines vertical ball speed) is proportional to Vs
and can be multiplied by inputs MSB and LSB (which
represent connections 35D and 35C that carry signals

The scoreicircuit 79, as shown in FIG. ‘12, includes a

three-input NAND-gate NSC“ to detect the coinci

from the ball'control circuit 75) which can shunt either 65 dence of the simulated ball 5 and one or the other of
the end zones 4C and 4D and the fact that the simu
pair of currents i3 and is (which equals 2i3) .or-i, and is
lated ball is moving away from the centerline 7. When
(which equals 21'‘). thus reducing the current i2 in a way
that sequence of events occurs, a signal is sent by the
dependent on the weighting of the resistance RIM, to

